






APPLICATION TO THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS DATED JULY 16, 2024

SUPPORTING STATEMENT - 264 Taconic Road, Arek Feredjian, Elina Tunyan

We, Elina Tunyan and Arek Feredjian, are the owners of 264 Taconic Road, in Salisbury, CT.
We purchased it in 2023, hoping to raise our family there and become a part of the Salisbury
community for the long term. When searching for a home in the Salisbury region, we searched
for a charming property with history to it, because we love the idea of inheriting and maintaining
the integrity of a beautiful and historic, New England home. We fell in love with 264 Taconic, and
have subsequently researched its history as much as possible. It is thought to have been built in
the 1740's and has two and half thick, limestone masonry walls. After looking around the entire
region, our architect came to the conclusion that most of the stone for it was probably quarried
right from the site. The Mill House, along the creek was built in the 1890's, and was where the
iron monger lived and worked for the Scoville Estate, located directly to the West. Our property,
the carriage house across the street, and the powerhouse, next door to the South, were all part
of that estate. They were built specifically to be proximate to the Schenob Brook, and thus, all sit
within the Wetlands setbacks. It is thus extremely challenging to add on to our house outside of
the wetlands setback, while simultaneously respecting the history of the house along with the
historic committee rules, comply with Board of Health requirements, and finding suitable land to
build on.

Currently, the Stone House, where we live, has 1 bathroom, 2 small bedrooms, and is roughly
1,250sf. The most challenging aspect is that the kitchen is in the basement, which has no hood
ventilation causing the house to smoke up when cooking, no insulation resulting in a very cold
space, and only 1 small window, and the dining area is at the rear dark corner. This along with
other aspects makes the dwelling a poorly functioning and energy inefficient home. To remedy
this, we’d like to create a small addition to make the house work, by moving the kitchen and
dining room to the addition, and add a second full bath, laundry, and storage area, to the area
where the existing kitchen and dining area are currently located. We are not proposing any new
bedrooms.

Our entire goal is to create a properly functioning dwelling all while balancing the guidelines of
Wetlands regulations, the Historic Committee parameters, and Board Of Health. To that end
we’ve endeavored to be minimally invasive, preserve and respect the history of the property, fit
within Zoning rules, but through this hardship we have made every effort to minimize any
deviation from said guidelines and regulations.

We worked with the town Historic Committee to design an addition that would most minimally
impact the existing Stone House, set the new structure behind it so as not to compete with it,
blend it into the woodlands behind, as much as possible, and set nearly the entire new addition
outside the Wetlands setback. So as not to damage the structure of the building in any way, we
proposed to remove the sill of the Northwestern, rear window, lower it to the floor, and create a
breezeway to connect to the new addition. The only suitable land to situate the new addition and
have it hidden from the views of the road as much as possible, was behind and to the North. We



proposed a new driveway as well, up the hillock, near the new addition, to make a safer turnoff
from the road, as it's currently very dangerous, especially with our 4 year old child.

The addition will be situated with all proper setbacks accounted for, but for about a 3 feet
encroachment at the rear of the addition, to 6 feet in the front, where we need to connect
through the existing window. The actual setback is difficult to accurately describe due to the fact
that setback line starts at a culvert from the Therefore, the variance we seek is solely for the
small encroachment at the rear, which allows us to preserve the house, meet the design
requirements of the Historic Committee, locate the structure on the bedrock behind the
structure, not be located on any alternative septic field site, and be outside all local setbacks.
Additionally of note, when compared to the two existing structures (Stone House and Millhouse),
the small addition is actually the furthest away from the brook.

To note is that we could have put the entire structure outside of the Wetlands setback but for the
rules of the Historic Committee, requiring that the addition not affect the original integrity of the
historic building. This is why we ask for a variance to connect at the rear, which is slightly within
the Wetlands setback. We appreciate your consideration.
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23-50 264 TACONIC
ROAD

FEREDJIAN AREK
BEDROS SURV & 264 TACONIC RD SALISBURY CT 06068- 0000

69-07 261 TACONIC
ROAD

CAVELL WILLIAM &
SWANSON JUDY 261 TACONIC ROAD SALISBURY CT 06068- 0000

69-08 269 TACONIC
ROAD

COHEN JOEL I + TERRY
M

201 WEST 72ND
STREET PH2B NEW YORK NY 10023- 0000

23-47 280+280A
TACONIC ROAD LORENZO PETER 81 PROSPECT MT

RD SALISBURY CT 06068- 0000

23-49 272 TACONIC
ROAD

GRAHAM ROBERT B
SURV & PO BOX 551 SALISBURY CT 06068- 0000

23-51 260 TACONIC
ROAD SACKS SELIG 43 WEST 90TH ST NEW YORK NY 10024- 0000

23-52 70 BEAVER DAM
ROAD

RACCARD
PROPERTIES LLC

43 WEST 64TH ST
APT 8D NEW YORK NY 10023-6731-

0000
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